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LANCASTER ROMAN BATH HOUSE 11, HI'fRE YARD by G.M. LEATHER
(with a note on the pottery by P.V.WEBS'r.E;R)

•
•

During early October 1973, and subsequently, the structure
was variously examined (1). It had been noted earlier, although
not appreciated, at the extreme northern end of the trench cut
in July (location 11); its proximity to the find spot of inscrip
tion RIB605 (2) made it appear likely that it must be the Bath
house-COmplex referred to in that inscription (location 1).

Construction

The first structure examined in detail (1) (location IV)
indicated a well-built structure whos~ main features included

tile structured pilae supporting a concrete floor. This was
topped with a "broken brick" aggregate screed swept up in a
coved angle to form a dado of similar material. This dado, some
200-300mm of which remained, would probably have been carried
up to door head height (4), was about 2m above finished floor
level.

Tile fragments were similar in nature to some found at
Chester (6) and indicated that they were part of the main hot
air distribution system, having small secondary distribution
outlets. These outlets were about 30mm diameter, and although
tapered towards the outside of the main duct, were hardly large
enough to connect to a secondary pipe system as noted elsewhere (5) •

The second major portion (3) consisted of two superimposed
floors, a minor wall and part of a column, probably a base rather
than a cap, and a large quantity of soot.

Later further examination in June 1974 revealed a continua
tion of a south westerly wall and parts of a south easterly wall
(location XI). The south westerly wall had an attached pier on
its northern face. This face throughout had been plastered with
white plaster about 12mm (0.5") thick. Examination prior to June
had shown also a drain (location XII) which is clearly part of
the system reported in 1937 (7) "heading towards the Conservative
Club". The description given is adequate to indicate the ~eneral
direction and dimensions. It would be useful if the drawing
referred to could be located.

On 28 June 1974, despite a lack of information from the con
tractors, a further more westerly wall was noted (location XIII).
This consists of a major wall running SE/NW approximately and
apparently parallel to that first found (1). The wall, about
3.5m below ground level appeared to be at least 750mm wide. A
brief examination revealed that the contractor had smashed through
a hypocaust floor at a point adjoining the wall and to the east
of it.

The wall was of the usual sand stone and mortar in approxi
mately l50mm courses four of which were visible immediately under
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the floor construction, and were relatively clean with very
little si~ns of soot. The total height of wall extant must in
places have been as much as 2m.

The pilae were of stone slabs approximately 250mm square
(not solid stone as Bath house 1) and appeared to be of the
same height (1) as previous examples. They were spaced at
about 500mm centres, givin~ about 225mm clear between them.
From what could be seen the whole floor appeared to have been
intact and still supporting the whole considerable over-burden
and former buildings of at Mary's Place. This in itself is no
mean tribute to the quality of the Roman construction and
supervision in the case of this particular building.

The .pilae supported l6mm (2.5") stone slabs that in turn
support a fine ag~regate concrete consisting of lime mortar and
fine gravels with some broken brick/tile admixture. The con
crete l80mm (7") thick, supports 60mm stone and/or tile slabs
which are topped off with the same system of screed finishing,
described before, to a thickness of 40mm(1.75"). The total
thickness of the floor being 340mm(14" approximately).

Through the floor, at its perimeter, were a series of

paired vertical ducts consisting of the usual l50mmnominal (6")
box tiles givinglOCmmsquare useable .area. The clay was clean

and not of the improperly puddled type found in the pilae and
floor tiles both here and at Quernmore. The paired ducts
appeared to occur at regular intervals, probably corresponding
to the intervals between the pilae, and appeared only to go
through a floor thickness, although it was not possible to
confirm this. In any event the wall construction above the
floor must have differed from that below as the ducts were not
recessed into the walls as in Bath house 1.

The contractors' current spoil heap was examined and the
drum of an attached column was recovered. This is 44omm(17")
diameter flattened to 42Cmmto give a face against a wall. Its
height is 37omm(15" nominal with bedding) and there is a cubicle
cut mortice in the centre end of 60mm(2.5") to enable the col
umn drums to be joined with rectangular pegs (probably stone
50mmx loomm)(lO). This drum appears to match in dimensions and
material the base (3) found previously.

This base is very light coloured sand-stone with a care
fully moulded torus mould and two strai~ht-cut scotia moulds
that may be intended to represent the base of a Corinthian
rather than Tuscan type. These show little signs of wear, and
may have been plastered to the correct profile.

However, originally the "base" appeared to be a Tuscan
cap, again a crude version, and this possibility should not be
entirely dismissed. The column would be in the height region
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3.6-4.2m (12'-14') including cap and base. As the drum was
presumably from the western end of the room, it is probable
that it was attached to the western wall, whereas the other
columns in the series would probably be entirely free-standing
until the eastern wall was reached~

If a cornice was incorporated a further 80Crrim(2'8")could
be added, thus giving an impressively high ceiling level.
There are stone fragments found in the wall near Bath house 1,
that could have been part of such a feature. The system of
columns would appear to be more appropriate to a basilica than
a bath.

This is enhanced by the finding of part of another cruder
semi-engaged column (now in the Museum) that had clearly been
plastered. This column is similar in concept to the column
base found in Bath house 1 which also had a plastered finish.
These columns would probably not exceed 3m (10') in height and
probably simply carried the ceiling and rough construction.

Substantial walls were discovered (1) (location Ill) on
a slightly different alignment. These may be part of an earlier
phase of the Bath building as they are associated with red
floor screed material •

Phases

It is apparent that there are several phases of building
to be considered.

The major wall (location IV) or the western wall of a
non-hypocausted ~oom that lay to the east and to which the
drain (location XII) may be associated. To this wall was added
a series of rooms to the west (1) (location IV) and probably
to the north west as well (location X and XI). It would seem
that the structure found at location III predated these build
ings.

.•

Thus:
Phase 1:

Phase 2:

Phase 3':

Probably the structure at location 11 or an
unhypocausted floor as the "red screed" floor at
location X lay on appreciably the same axis (3).
The "red screed" noted at the end of the trench at

location 11 is probably an extension of this build
ing towards the south.

The building represented by the major western wall
found at location IV and continuing unhypocausted,
in an easterly direction. This may, of course, have
been associated with the Phase 1 building mentioned
above.

The additions to the west and north at location IV
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consisting of a hypocausted room at location IV
and a hypocausted hall at location XIII and pos
sibly unhypocausted rooms near location XI. One
has to be careful of the misleading effect of the
considerable site slope and the floor at location
X may represent the continuation of the sub-floor
found at locatio~ XIII. Assuming this to be the
case, the presence of a considerable arllountof
soot at location X an~ very little at location
XIII means that the stoke hole must have been in

the south west corner of the building. (The
contractor said that no hypocaust was found under
the column footings to the south of the one examined.

Was probably the final phase at the collapse of the
buildings after which a considerable depth of mater
ial accumulated before the Georgian buildings in
the area of St Mary's Place and the Victorian build
ings of Albert Place.

~

•

It is a tragedy that this Bath house was not discovered
in time to be excavated, for it would seem highly unlikely
that it will be possible to excavate on it until the present
reinforced building is demolished in, say, 2200A.D.! It would
seem that the contractors are probably filling the hypocaust •
with concrete unwittingly. Of all the buildings being destroyed
without regard, this must be one of the more important, certainly _
in the context of Lancaster, and gives even more point to rescue
and highlights the shortcomings yet again of the present plan-
ning procedures.
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'The digger dislodged several stone flags and it revealed
the beginning of a small rough-stoned passage in the shape
of the letter T. Members of the City Surveyor's staff
were informed and they made investigations. Although no
photograph of the passage was taken, plans were made ••••"
An official said, "This is certainly a passage. It was
about 4ft 6in high, and appeared to run underneath the
Conservative Club, and parallel to the old Bridge Lane.
When it got down to about 30 or 35 yards a piece ran at
right angles to the main passage for a distance of four
or five yards and then it ran T-shape north and south f6r
a short distance. The 'T' portion was in the way of the
excavations and it was removed. We are going to try and

..
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find where it ran to. 'rhe ends were blocked."

8. The concrete was poured on July 1st and the excavator
driver said that there were only cobbles under the lower
floor when broken through.

9. 4 July 1974. Spoil from the excavation through the Bath
house 11 hypocaust was examined near the Carpenter's Arms.

Material yielded included flue tile, pilae slabs, concrete
floor material, 5 sherds, some coal and some bones.

10. Further examination of the column shows it to be part of
a longer drum. The end with the mortice being a drafted
margin around a circumference, the remainder of the drum
being relatively rough, presumably as a key for plaster.

The Coarse Pottery by P.V. Webster

Examination of the spoil heap of a contractor's cut
through Bath Building 11 produced a small amount of pottery.
In addition to a fragment of Roman window glass and a small
fragment of a Samian bowl, probably of form 31, Central Gaulish
and Antonine there was:

•
•

1. Fragment of the wall of a mortarium in light red/pink
granular fabric with red and black trituration grits; it
it perhaps a Wilderspool product and if so probably 2nd
century.

..

2. Fragment of a Black-burnished ware jar; the jar was
evidently fairly bulbous in shape and was unlikely, there
fore, to have been one of the latest forms of Black
burnished jar to reach northern Britain. There is, however,
nothing to distinguish it from almost any jar from within
the period c. A.D. 120 to the early 4th century.

3. Fragment of colour coated beaker in red fabric with a dark
brown colour coat on both interior and exterior surfaces.

It would appear to be part of the lower half of a beaker
of "Rhenish" type cf. Gillam types 4-5 (late 2nd - mid
3rd century).

4. Jar in light grey slightly granular fabric, smoothed on
the upper. side of the rim. It is difficult to be certain
of the date without more of the vessel but it seems most

likely that the jar was intended originally to be remini
scent of some of the late 2nd - late 3rd century Black
burnished ware jars (e.g. Gillam types 139-140).

It is obviously not possible to date conclusively a Bath
house on the basis of only five sherds. Nevertheless, as it is
all that has so far been recovered we must draw what conclusions

we can from this scanty material. Our sli~ht indications are
sufficient to su~~est 2nd and 3rdrentury activity on the site •
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We might also noint out that if we discard the two 2nd century
pieces (the Samian acrap and no. 1) the remaininR pieces might
well be associated with a mid-3rd century operation such as that
of A.D. 262-266 recorded in RIB 605 which was put up after
extensive rebuilding of a Ba'tilhouse at I,ancaster.

•
•

•
•


